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PEOPLEANNUAL REVENUE INVESTORS COUNTRIES

EVERGREEN
COAST CAPITAL

WHAT WE DO

WHO 
WE 
ARE

WE SERVE 70% OF FORTUNE 500

ASG TECHNOLOGIES
ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS - www.asg.com
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ASG AT SCALE
SCALABLE HORIZONTAL SOLUTIONS APPLICABLE ACROSS INDUSTRIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While ASG may not be a household name, we are sure one of our solutions has touched your life.We ….We manage the content for the Vehicle Stickers  (Monroney Stickers) for every car sold in the US for a major automobile manufacturer  In 2015, the total was 349,440 vehicles sold.  Over 30 million US mortgage holders receive their monthly mortgage premium coupon from an ASG workload automation product.ASG prints every shipping manifest for a distribution organization’s ground operations (FedEx Ground) – they average 6.5M packages in daily volume for their ground operations.In addition…ASG provides web delivery of statements, check images, records from multiple content sources to millions of customers.(A large European Bank:Processes more than 7 billion payment transactions and 2 million loans per year including,  third-party business with other financial institutionsWith 4400 users archiving 6 billion documents per yearWe have an extensive user base:600 applications, 15,000 users, one pane of glass for a major car manufacturer. 



WHO MOVED MY CHEESE?
Areas Startup Incumbent 

Technology +++ +/-

Capital +/- +++

Customers - ++

Skills ++ +/-



Source: McKinsey

CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT!

• Web scale hybrid infra
• Data Services via API
• Content Services via API
• Application Services via API
• Business Process
• Automation – RPA, AI, ML, BC
• Mobility
• Enterprise Architecture
• DevOps
• Governance
• Compliance
• Security & Privacy

Digital readiness - Tech
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FOCUS OF OUR PRESENTATION TODAY

• Where does this data come 
from?

• What calculations are 
applied?

• What records are selected?
• How recent is the report?
• Can you trust this report 

and all of its data fields?
• Can I trace my data 

quality?
• Can I trace my un-

structured data? 

• Can I archive and retrieve 
unstructured data - files, 
reports, scanned documents, 
images, call center recordings, 
video recordings, IoT sensors 
data via a single solution?

• Can I store it securely on cloud 
or on-premise or hybrid?

• Can I access it via secure API 
across Mobile, Desktop, BPM 
and Apps?   

Data Intelligence Enterprise Content Services Mobility
• Can I have single code 

for Android, iOS and 
web?

• Can all my backend 
system provide API 
access to mobile apps?

• Can I develop, test, 
deploy and monitor 
usage of mobile apps 
from a single solution?

• How fast can I get 
mobile apps to market?
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ENTERPRISE DATA INTELLIGENCE SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Comprehensive Metadata 
Repository

Foundation: Deploy On-Premise or Partner Hosted

Policy Based Data Governance Access from Any Browser

Depth & Breadth: 220 ScannersZero-Gap Data Lineage Transparent Data Flow Visualization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Box 1: Access from Any BrowserBox 2: Transparent Data Flow VisualizationBox 3 Zero-Gap Data LineageBox 4: Policy Based Data GovernanceBox 5: Comprehensive Metadata RepositoryBox 6: Depth & Breadth: 220 ScannersFoundation: Deploy On-Premise or CloudDiscuss in talk track -- a core element of a data intelligence solution is understanding of data lineage -- knowing where data starts, where it moves to, and how it changes on the way.
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THE CRITICAL SUPPLY CHAIN FOR AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY (ALOS)

FORENSIC ANALYSIS OF ENTERPRISE DATA ESTATE – FOLLOWING DATA TRANSITIONS

WHAT FORENSICS UNCOVERED FOR HEALTHCARE COMPANY
DATA DEFINITIONS WITHIN THE ENVIRONMENT CREATED MISCALCULATION 

SQL Override: In April of 2016 the LOS Supply Chain snapshot showed Private 
Claims set to “Y” use “procedure start/end” versus Hospital check in/out date 
time for Region 14 (UK) for out patient stays.Claims

In_pat_stay
Out_pat_stay
Claim_num
Private Y/N

Patient

Gender_cd:
Region:
State:
Age: 

Discharge

Doc_release
Hosp_check_out
Procedure_comp
Claim_num

Patient
Reports

In_pat_stay
Out_pat_stay
Claim_num

BDL

Patient Insights
Medicare vs Insured

LOS
Claims  

LOS 
Claims

Admission

Patient_arv_dt
Patient_arv_tm
Check_in
Start_procedure
Claim_num
Hos_Check_in

May

April

MDM 
Hub

Reduced 
Medicare Length 
of Stay by One 
full day.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only did this affect the overall length of stay for Medicare versus privately insured patientsOur system also detected that the LOS varied many regions and statesALOS should be consistent across all, if it’s not then Business Data Lineage can trace the problemSo when your looking for causation you have to understand this level 
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KYC / AML USE CASE FOR BFSI
RISK RATING CHANGE EXAMPLE 

Use Case: Change detection of Risk Ratings for clients due to 
changes in the data source

Customer Due Diligence (CDD)

CIP Sanctions AML Risk
Assessment

Risk 
Rating

Enhance Due Diligence (EDD)

• Show a Business User’s understanding of Risk Rating 
calculation through Data Lineage

• A complete view of policies, business rules, and 
processes governing Critical Data Elements

• Change detection through Data Lineage “snapshot” 
• Risk Analyst Subscription, notification and Issue 

management tracking
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STRATEGY AND DIRECTION

Analyze Sources Find Data Understand / Trust Share, Wrangle, Report

Quickly Find, Understand and Trust Deeper, Share 
Securely your Data, Across Your Total Data Estate

DATA INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM FOR COMPLIANCE AND BUSINESS AGILITY
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ASG DATA INTELLIGENCE COMPETITIVE WINS
AT LARGE ENTERPRISES AGAINST BIG COMPETITORS
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NEW CHALLENGES WITH EXPANDING CONTENT

Multiple Content Forms 
in Big Volumes

Expanding Regulations 
and Complex Policies

Varieties of Storage 
Environments

GDPR  HIPAA
PII  MiFID II

DASD S3  Hybrid
Virtual Tape

of organizations use their
ECM system for content 
analytics / big data 
processing

But Only 5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Content is created in various forms, is subject to various business demands and is put to multiple uses.New forms of content, new regulations and new uses continue to emerge at a challenging pace.GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) - It provides for a harmonization of the data protection regulations throughout the EU, thereby making it easier for non-European companies to comply with these regulations; however, this comes at the cost of a strict data protection compliance regime with severe penalties of up to 4% of worldwide turnover. HIPAA (The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) - Title I of HIPAA protects health insurance coverage for workers and their families when they change or lose their jobs. Title II of HIPAA, known as the Administrative Simplification (AS) provisions, requires the establishment of national standards for electronic healthcare transactions and national identifiers for providers, health insurance plans, and employers. Our focus is on the Privacy aspect, we limit access to personal data and have an audit log of who accessed what, when. PII (Personally Identifiable Information)  -  Information which can be used to distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security number, biometric records, etc. alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying information which is linked or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth, mother’s maiden name, etc. Our solution is to offer Redaction to obscure any personal information on viewing or printing. (Policy based, of course)MiFID II (Markets in Financial Instruments Directive) - Mifid2 requires archiving and 5 year retention of all e-communications between financial institutions and their clients in the Eurozone. Implementation is scheduled for Jan 2017. This will require e-comms (IM, e-mail, text) archiving and search/audit capabilities for discovery purposes.  
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CONTENT MANAGEMENT SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Deploy Where You Want

Store Where Appropriate

Granular Policy Management

Metadata and Search

Web Scale

Simple API to Consume Content

Policy Driven Foundation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is MobiusDeploy Where You Want: Physically deploy anywhere (behind the firewall on premise or on AWS – full AWS console integration, container support for scale and multi-tenancy coming in mid year 2017)Ingest content from anywhere: Easy integration with content sources: Whether scanners, print drivers, file folders, IOT feeds.Store Where Appropriate: Mobius allows you to store information in many ways: In folders on disks that you can place under Mobius’ management; in Mobius’ own data repository with its virtual folder structure; in Amazon with integration to the AWS Console.Single Location for Easy Compliance: One location to set all rules on all forms of content to control their lifecycle. Easy reporting and compliance.Apply content rules regardless of stored location: Ensure redaction, compliance with geo location rules for storage and access of content, etc with no effort required anywhere else in the enterpriseMetadata and Search: Single unified search interface to search documents, images or meta data for video. Seeking to learn how to store and extract intelligence from IOT.Web Scale: Mobius’ own repository is scalable to XXX. Scale to any size leveraging other stores such as AWS.Simple API to Consume Content: Enable any other application to access business critical information without needing to know the underlying complexity of storage, compliance, lifecycle management rules.The only content repository that provides businesses the means to store any form of content, anywhere they desire and accessible through any platform or device. All with full logging and lifecycle management. (Note: This slide has a lot of futures in it. We need to carefully parse out what we have and what we testing to place on roadmap).
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CONTENT REPOSITORY ARCHITECTURE
POLICY WRAPPERS. BEST COST STORAGE. CONTENT ACCESS FROM ANYWHERE.

Data / Storage

Clients / Solutions

Business Logic

3rd Party Content Silos

API

Records Management SharePoint integration SAP integration

REST Interfaces
Standards

CMIS

WebDAV

Responsive Web client 3rd party CMIS clients Web Components

API Management

Authentication

API Gateway

Custom Clients

Metering

Monitoring

Repository Services
Platform Services

Metered 
Licensing

Containers  / 
Docker

Parallelized 
execution engine

Workflow Service 
Discovery Messaging

Index Store Retrieve Manage

Index Store RetrieveIngest Manage

Archives DB Index Solar Index Audit Logs Config

Tenant 1………

Tenant n………

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wrap policy around content – Policies control everything from capture, metadata extraction for indexing and archive creation to access rights, redaction, storage migration and Records Management. Our policy methodology enables a unique “smart content” approach to content management regardless of processing or storage platform.  Exploit “Best Cost” storage options – Our concept of the “Universal Archive” (archive created once, can be moved from platform to platform, storage device to storage device with no reprocessing) gives ASG-Mobius customers the flexibility leverage the most cost effective form of storage based on the customers unique applications. Determined by the customers requirements, content can be stored on premise, in the cloud or a hybrid combination, all directed by a Policy.  Any document type accessed from anywhere -  Mobius has a proven record of high volume, high transaction processing regardless of the content type. These include rich content (audio and video), PDF, PostScript, PCL, AFP, DJDE and text to name a few. All of these content types are stored in a common archive format, maintain their original format (becoming the document of record) and can be accessed anywhere in the enterprise utilizing our UI, Web Components or our RESTful API, contextually to the users workflow and transparent to the user.   
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Applications
• SAP
• SharePoint
• SAP® R/3 data and image archiving 
• SAP R/3 report output management 
• PeopleSoft® report output 

management 
• Oracle® and Lawson® report output 

management 
• Workflow 

Output Management
• Print Management
• Email

Storage and Archiving
• IBM Tivoli Storage Manager
• EMC – all devices
• Hitachi – all devices 
• Network Appliance SnapLock
• NAS (Sun, HCP)
• High Performance Transaction 

Systems (HPTS) for high volume 
check image archiving

• Amazon Simple
Storage Service - S3

• Tape
• Virtual Tape

Policy
• Records retention periods
• Tiered Storage 

management
• Access rights
• Metadata extraction
• more

Analytics
• Tableau 
• Datawatch
• SAS 
• Salesforce
• SAP HANA

Ingest
• Kofax
• Hitachi Scan
• Fujitsu Capture 

CONTENT MANAGEMENT EXPANDING ECOSYSTEM

Ingest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mobius ecosystemShow integrations that we have with ingestion services and other products that can write to the API, security and privacy product integrations, notifications integrations with other notification services.  IngestionKofax or any other image capture and/or OCR/ICR softwareHitachi Scan (Hitachi HCAP ISV Integration)Fujitsu Capture  Any Image capture or related software (Ariba, Taulia, etc.) ApplicationsSAP® R/3 (4.6, 4.7, ECC 5.0 / 6.0)SAP®  data, print list and image archiving SAP report output managementG/L and BI Data Validation  Integration via TCI adapters:ASG-ViewDirect (Networks and MVS)ASG-CypressMicrosoft® SharePoint®IBM: FileNet®, Content Manager, Content Manager OnDemandOT/EMC® DocumentumAlfresco® OneSAP ILM WebDAVAny CMIS certified repository (via ASG-TCI CMIS adapter) PeopleSoft® report output management Oracle® and Lawson® report output management Workflow (any workflow, including SAP Business Workflow, SharePoint Workflow, etc.)Integration to any application via DirectConnect (linking content to transactional or master data)  Storage and ArchivingIBM Tivoli Storage ManagerEMC – all devicesHitachi – all devices Network Appliance SnapLockNAS (Sun, HCP)High Performance Transaction Systems (HPTS) for high volume check image archivingAmazon Simple Storage Service - S3TapeVirtual Tape AnalyticsTableau DatawatchSAS SalesforceSAP HANA Complimentary/utilities… Print ManagementE-Mail  
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ASG CONTENT MANAGEMENT CUSTOMERS

• 800 million statement pages 
archived/month

• 110,000 Bank of America users

• 50% reduction in invoice processing;

• $8 million in savings/year

• $22 million cash flow improvement

• 1 Billion Documents in the Cloud.

• Supports delivery of policy, claims,
statements, and records to 
Millions customers and 50K agents.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AWS deployment of Mobius for delivery of policy, claims, statements, and associated records from various content sources to millions of on-line customers and agentsWeb delivery of statements, check images, records from multiple content sources to millions of customers800 million statement pages archived/month; Content is accessed by 110,000 Bank of America users50% reduction in invoice processing;$8 million in savings/year; $22 million cash flow improvementSome others:First Data (US)7.6 billion document pages / year13.1 petabytes onlinePosteCom (Italy)6 million documents / day200 terabytes online



Saurabh Kothari
VP, Channels & SI - Asia Pasific

Inqusite learner, unlearing life with 2 young kids. Wanting to be
at the edge of digital distruption but feeling out of place with 20
years of traditional IT experience.

Currently responsible for partner strategy and business growth
of ASG in Asia Pacific region, after having served at IBM, Nortel
and T-Systems in leadership roles. Started as a 24*7 onsite
network support engineer and climbed the corporate ladder by
being on the edge of disruption, and want to keep it that way.



• Support our effort to build a Safer Cyber 
Security World in Indonesia. Our official CISSP 
classes scheduled for April 23th to 27th 2018

• Contact to Vannie via +62 877 7567 8589
• Join us in our Linkedin Group ICION as below 
• https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3942786

Thank You, see you in ICION 2019



Call us via Vannie +62 877 7567 8589 for any asg needs



Distributor for ASG 
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